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Retro Rex



Available in One colour One Size

LightHouse Fetch

Medium: 240mm | 9.5

Polypropylene

EVA/Natural 
rubber

Vinyl paint

Super Buoyancy

TPR

Weighted 
rubber

Counter-weight

Material
LightHouse: 60% EVA/35% Natural rubber and 5% TPR
Rope: Polypropylene

EVA - Ethylene Vinyl Acetate: A material that has good clarity and gloss, low-temperature toughness, stress-crack 
resistance, waterproof properties and resistance to UV radiation.
Natural rubber: In most of its useful forms, it has a large stretch ratio and high resilience and is 
extremely waterproof.
TPR - Thermoplastic rubber: A soft, stretchy material with elastic properties. 
Polypropylene: A tough and flexible material that floats very well in water.

Certification
CE - European Conformity: Products undergo stringent testing to achieve CE status, ensuring your pet’s safety.
Tested for: 1) Mechanical and Physical Properties   2) Toxicity   3) Flammability.

Origin
Designed in Cape Town, South Africa. Manufactured in China.

Wash instructions
Surface clean only. Not machine washable.

Caution
Pets must be supervised when playing with any toy. Remove toy if damaged to avoid injury.
This is a pet toy and not suitable for children.
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Teaching your dog to play with the LightHouse toys
For dogs who love to swim, playing in the water has many benefits. Swimming is an 
all-round healthy activity for your dog. It provides everything from exercise to 
stimulation, and a needed energy release. It’s even more fun when you go swimming 
along with your dog in the sea, a pool, or a lake. Add excitement and bring along a 
Lighthouse to play with - throwing it into the water.  The counter-weight at the bottom 
of the Lighthouse helps it to float upright in the rough surf, making it easy to spot and 
retrieve. Remember, safety comes first! Water can be dangerous. Never let swimming 
dogs out of your sight. Dogs can have trouble getting back out of the water, especially 
when tired, and might need assistance. Have Fun! 

Features and Benefits

Why is the LightHouse easy to throw?
We have constructed our LightHouse with an easy to grab cord, making playtime easier 
and fun for both you and your dog. Simply grab the cord and swing it as far as you can 
and watch your dog learn new skills to retrieve the lightHouse in various water conditions. 

Easy Throwing
Grab the cord and swing it as far 
as you can. Easy for your kids too.

Why is the LightHouse soft in the mouth?
The combination of EVA foam and natural rubber make the LightHouse durable but soft 
on your dog’s gums and teeth. Retrieving this product is easy because it is soft enough 
not to break, or wear your dog’s teeth.

Soft in Mouth
Safe and comfortable on your 
dog’s gums.

What makes the LightHouse “Super Buoyant”?
The combination of EVA foam and natural rubber allows the LightHouse to float 
extremely well in water. The counter-weight at the bottom of the LightHouse 
helps it to float upright in the rough surf, making it easy to spot and a great 
canine hydrotherapy toy. 

Super Buoyancy
It floats and stands up just like a 
lighthouse! Much easier to spot  
in rough surf as it bobs upright.

How durable is this product?
Suitable for soft chewers.

Bite-o-Meter
1 - Super soft 2 - Soft
3 - Medium 4 - Hard
5 - Extra Hard

Click or scan to view 
LightHouse Roovie.

Why does the LightHouse need to be highly visible?
Our LightHouse is specifically designed for water. The contrasting red and white stripes 
are specially visible to dogs and make it easier for them to fetch their toy in any type of 
water conditions.

High Visibility
The contrasting red and white stripes 
are specially visible to dogs and make 
it easier for them to fetch their toy in 
any type of water conditions.
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